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You may be starting to think data 
breaches are inevitable. Some business 
owners are opting for cyber insurance.  
Others are counting on their internal IT 
teams to keep their systems safe. 

What are the chances one of 
your employees would open a 
dangerous email?  

But most don’t truly understand the 
potential impact of a cyber incident.  Many 
don’t know how vulnerable their data is.  
And those who think insurance is the answer 
are often shocked to learn the limits of such 
coverage, or how hard it is to qualify.

Ransomware, malware, social 
engineering, phishing attacks – alarming 
new terms for new threats crop up every 
day.  No matter how smart and loyal your 
people are, statistics show they are likely 
to put your organization at risk.    

Hackers take advantage of organizations 
with poor network architecture, limited  
backup procedures, inadequate training, 
and unwitting employees.  We help you 
fight back.

Kaufman Rossin’s Risk Advisors help you manage data security as a critical business risk, 
not just an IT issue.    

We turn hacking into a business 
tool to pinpoint your weaknesses and 
identify your threat exposure.

We help you close as many gaps as 
possible, by evaluating your firewall 
and other perimeter defenses. 
The more you block a hacker from 
reaching your data, the better your 
security posture becomes.

We train your employees to spot 
risky emails, and we test them, 
reporting how many take the bait.

We check on your policies, 
procedures and configurations to 
help manage your cyber security risk. 

Complete safety isn’t possible.  
What’s your incident response plan – 
how will you deal with employees, 
clients, and the media?

More than 30+ full-time 
risk advisors, plus 300+ 
professionals with industry 
expertise

Decades of experience adding 
value for businesses 

Clients from innovative 
startups to established public 
companies, in dozens of 
industries

CYBER SECURITY
A single data breach could bankrupt your business.

We help you recover. Our 
incident response team is ready 
to help investigate, recover and 
remediate breaches.


